The Mindful Brain and Emotion Regulation in Mood Disorders
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Abstract

Mindfulness involves nonjudgmental attention to present-moment experience. In its therapeutic forms, mindfulness interventions promote increased tolerance of negative affect and improved well being. However, the neural mechanisms underlying mindful mood regulation are poorly understood. Mindfulness training appears to enhance attentional monitoring systems in the brain, supported by the anterior cingulate and lateral prefrontal cortices. In emotion regulation, this prefrontal training seems to promote the stable recruitment of a non-conceptual sensory pathway, an alternative to conventional cognitive reappraisal strategies. In neural terms, the transition to non-conceptual awareness involves reducing habitual evaluative processing supported by midline structures of the prefrontal cortex. Instead, attentional resources are directed towards a limbic pathway for present-moment sensory awareness, involving the thalamus, insula, and primary sensory regions. In patients with affective disorders, mindfulness training acts as an alternative to cognitive efforts to control emotion, instead directing attention towards broadly monitoring fluctuations in momentary experience. Limiting cognitive elaboration in favor of momentary awareness appears to reduce automatic negative self-evaluation, increase tolerance for negative affect and pain, and help to engender self-compassion and empathy in chronically dysphoric individuals.
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Over the past 30 years, numerous patients have benefited from mindfulness-based group interventions (Baer 2003; Ospina et al., 2007), such as Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR; Kabat-Zinn, 1990) and Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT; Segal et al., 2002) that are designed to target a range of physical (MBSR) or mental health (MBCT) symptoms. While recent clinical studies have validated the efficacy of these interventions, our understanding of the mechanisms underlying adaptive affect regulation through the practice of mindfulness is still nascent. In this article, we review findings from cognitive neuroscience to identify potential neural pathways through which sustained training in mindfulness meditation alters dysregulated emotional experience in order to improve well-being.
Normative strategies for emotion regulation are predicated on reappraising aversive events in a more positive, narrative based-context, or on behavioral strategies for the suppression of emotionally expressive behaviour (Goldin et al. 2008; Gross, 2002). Mood disorders, however, are broadly characterized by a failure to adaptively regulate emotion, due to heightened negative reactivity and increased self-focus (Clark et al., 1994). These can combine to reduce a patient’s ability to enact reappraisal in the face of stressful stimuli. In such situations, mindful emotion regulation may be of service, offering a non-evaluative means by which to attend to negative emotional experience.

Mindfulness has been described as “paying attention to relevant aspects of experience in a nonjudgmental manner” (Ludwig & Kabat-Zinn, 2008) and differs from conventional emotional regulation strategies such as cognitive reappraisal, which relies on memory and evaluation to re-interpret negative experiences (Gross, 2002; Ochsner et al., 2004). While both reappraisal and mindful emotion regulation likely share common features of attention, we argue that a model of mindful emotion regulation requires two processes that are distinct from reappraisal: 1) attention to present moment sensation, as distinct from delving into memory or cognitive elaboration, and 2) equanimity, the suspension of judging experience to be intrinsically good or bad.

For example, when waiting to make a safe turn in traffic, another driver behind in the cue may honk irately, heedless of pedestrians crossing ahead. Following this event, one’s thoughts may focus repetitively on evaluations of the situation, both to justify one’s own behavior, and to rail against the improbity and ignorance of the offending party. In the absence of emotion regulation, an unintended effect of such cognition is rumination: the constant recollection of the stressful situation, recreating feelings of upset and negativity. In the case of reappraisal, the tone of evaluation may shift: perhaps the honk-happy motorist was rushing to get home to a sick child, a mitigating circumstance that renders the behavior less egregious. However, even in this case of gracious reappraisal, attention is repeatedly directed towards the inciting event, again recalling the stressor it is intended to defuse. In mindfulness however, the individual allows the stressful event to remain in the past, and instead focuses on present moment sensations, questioning: how does the body feel in reaction to what’s happened? Is there tightness in one’s hands on the wheel, in the chest? Are thoughts beginning to race, creating an almost palpable pull to replay and dissect recent events? Mindfulness training seeks to limit the need to manipulate emotions through evaluation, to rationally control the situation, in favor of bringing curiosity and acceptance to present moment experience. The offending driver, regardless of his or her true motivations, is left in the past where they can cause no further upset.

Cognitive neuroscience has begun to identify neural correlates of nonjudgmental, momentary attention, an emergent pattern of activity associated with mindfulness-based interventions. Indeed, there appear to be distinct pathways in the brain that distinguish unfettered emotional reactivity from cognitive reappraisal and mindfulness. We provide a theoretical account of these distinctions, in the hopes of laying the groundwork for a scientific understanding of mindful emotion regulation. Before proceeding, it should be mentioned that mindfulness is but one format of practice within the larger family of meditation techniques; it is distinct from many forms of meditation in that it aims to broaden rather than focus attention, differing from purely concentrative practices that seek to sustain attention towards a single sensory object (Dunn et al., 1999; Lutz et al., 2008a). Mindfulness interventions do begin with concentrative attention practices, such as attending to parts of the body or one’s breath, initially seeking to strengthen attentional control. Practice however then transitions to more ‘open monitoring’ practices of widespread attention to all sensations, thoughts and emotions. We will begin by addressing focal attention training in
this review, and then focus primarily on the neural correlates of ‘open’ mindful emotion regulation.

A Neural Account of Emotion Regulation

At its heart, emotional experience involves the integration of visceral signals from the limbic cortices through the cognitive appraisal of these signals in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) (Scherer et al., 2001; Davidson, 2002). In healthy individuals, cognitive reappraisal of emotion can occur through the top-down prefrontal regulation of limbic activity, using elaboration to recast initially negative appraisals as being less negative (Ochsner et al. 2002, 2004; Phan et al., 2005). In mood disorders however, this cognitive control appears to be impaired, as evidenced by compromised connectivity between the PFC and limbic regions such as the amygdala (Johnstone et al., 2007; Ressler & Mayberg, 2007). Thus, activating PFC regions in efforts to reappraise negative feelings may backfire, bringing attention to focus on dysphoric mood without a commensurate reduction in the intensity of negative feelings.

Subjective reports from patients with mood disorders corroborate the theory of impaired top-down control: effortful down-regulation of sadness is perceived as more difficult by patients with a mood disorder (Keightley et al., 2003), for whom self-compassion seems like a worthwhile but unachievable strategy (Pauley & McPherson, 2010). An important clinical implication of these findings is that for patients with a mood disorder, instructions to cognitively regulate negative emotion may be maladaptive, as emotional information from the limbic system is not impacted by efforts to engage the prefrontal cortices. Instead, habitual dysphoric interpretations are recreated during attempts to reappraise negative emotion, leading to rumination, in which elaborating on negative affect ironically perpetuates dysphoric mood (Nolen-Hoeksema, 2000; Watkins et al., 2008).

In addition to reduced fronto-limbic connectivity, compromised emotion regulation also manifests in maladaptive patterns of neural activation: a potential consequence of impaired top-down cognitive control is the emergence of exaggerated prefrontal recruitment in afflicted patients. Atypically diffuse prefrontal recruitment has been found in depressed patients during the performance of cognitive tasks (Sheline et al., 2009), and during task-free neuroimaging (Sheline et al., 2010). Furthermore, the extent of prefrontal activation in response to an emotional stressor appears to predict depressive relapse in patients with recurrent unipolar depression (Farb et al., 2011). The identification of heightened prefrontal reactivity as a marker of depression vulnerability belies suggestions that patients are simply not exerting enough effort to reappraise negative experience. Instead, it appears that for individuals with mood disorders, cognitive reappraisal may simply be an ineffective strategy; it is therefore important for these afflicted individuals to find an emotion regulation strategy that is less reliant upon top-down prefrontal modulation of emotion.

Mindful Emotion Regulation

If the engagement of a patient’s cognitive faculties only serves to exacerbate negative mood states, one might question how any behavioral intervention can effect positive change. Since cognitive elaboration automatically triggers negative self-judgments that cannot be voluntarily overridden, mindfulness training attempts to correct automatic dysphoric evaluation through an attention to sensation rather than evaluation. Through the cultivation of attention to unelaborated, present moment sensation, mindfulness presents patients with a task that does not require the deployment of evaluative cognition. Furthermore, by explicitly practicing equanimity, patients can begin to recognize and disengage from conceptual
judgment in response to their sensory experiences. Encouragingly, such sensory practices seem to activate distinct cortical regions from the dysfunctional prefrontal-limbic loop.

The therapeutic method for reducing reliance on PFC activation is simple but challenging: mindfulness training exercises begin with the concentrative practice of attending to physical sensations, such as fine grained ‘body scans’, in which individuals attend to physical sensation from specific body parts or feelings of respiration (Kabat-Zinn, 1990). The goal of such practices are to improve access to the constantly shifting sensory experiences available in present-moment sensation, and to develop insight as to when one’s mind has wandered so that attention may be redirected to the present moment. Encouragingly, short term mindfulness interventions appear to increase the ability to notice changes in the sensory field and refocus attention appropriately (Jha et al., 2007). In comparisons of concentrative meditation against active control conditions such as simple arithmetic (Holzel et al., 2007), or visual object discrimination (Baron Short et al., 2007), meditation increases recruitment of the anterior cingulate, supporting an account of its role in non-elaborative monitoring during meditative states. As mindfulness-based interventions begin with such concentrative practices, an early property of mindful emotion regulation appears to be the cingulate-driven cultivation of sustained awareness, despite the presence of salient impulses to evaluate or elaborate upon experience.

Mindfulness, however, is not limited to the cultivation of focal attention, but also involves leveraging this increased attentional control to reduce habitual patterns of evaluation. Mindfulness training appears to help reduce cognitive rumination (Ramel et al., 2004), a pattern of self-critical elaboration liked to midline PFC reactivity in depression (Grimm et al., 2008; Cooney et al., 2010; Farb et al., 2011). The midline PFC appears to be recruited in response to negative mood induction (Farb et al., 2010), reading self-referential trait words (Farb et al., 2007) and exposure to negative-self beliefs (Goldin et al., 2010). In community samples, MBSR has been associated with decreased activation of these cortical midline structures (Goldin et al., 2009; Farb et al., 2010), and efforts to mindfully attend to experience can reduce cortical midline activity even in untrained individuals (Farb et al., 2007). Several other studies have observed more extensive reductions in cortical activity during meditation (Lou et al., 1999, Lazar et al., 2000, Baerensten et al., 2010, Ives-Deliperi 2011), an effect that appears to increase with greater meditation experience (Brefczynski-Lewis, 2007). Thus, it may be argued that one function of mindfulness training is to suspend or disrupt negative or self-critical appraisal associated with cortical midline activity.

It would be reasonable at this point to infer from discussions of reduced cortical activity that mindful emotion regulation involves the suppression of cognitive processing, a sort of nihilistic regulatory strategy. However, mindful emotion regulation does not aim to inhibit elaborative processing through thought avoidance, a strategy that predicts dysphoric affect (Ottenbreit & Dobson, 2004). Instead, attention is positively directed towards present moment sensation, providing a non-conceptual and non-threatening focus for attention that does not rely upon cortical midline activity. In one recent study by our group (Farb et al., 2007), the engagement of open, present-moment attention was associated with reductions in midline cortical activation but demonstrated novel activation of a right-lateralized network that was primarily characterized by sensory representations in the insula and secondary somatosensory cortices. These lateral regions may support more detached, objective, interoceptive and somatic awareness (Craig, 2002) that may serve as the primitive sensory representations of the “self”; whereas PFC activation, particularly along the cortical midline, may be more diagnostic of a cognitively elaborated, conceptual self whose representation is extended to account for the permanence of the individual as a stable object over time (Kelley et al., 2002; Northoff et al., 2004). In this fashion, mindful emotion regulation can be
construed as a process of ‘turning toward’ momentary experience rather than an inhibition of cognition.

Additional support for the idea that enhanced sensory access is a core feature of mindfulness comes from analyses of neural networks following mindfulness training. Baerensten et al. (2010) found that meditation introduced a pattern of brain connectivity recruiting auditory, thalamic, limbic and insular cortices, potentially constituting an up-regulated sensory network, the anterior aspects of which have been argued to support the attribution of emotional salience to events (Seeley et al., 2007). A second study related MBSR training to greater connectivity within auditory and visual sensory networks, and during a listening task, greater PFC connectivity with auditory cortex and inhibition of visual cortex (Kilpatrick et al., 2011). Thus, one important function of mindful attention may be the recruitment and integration of primary sensory cortices into prefrontal regions supporting conscious awareness, as well as refining such integration to prevent distraction from unintended distracting stimuli.

While mindfulness training influences transitory brain activity, it also appears to effect longer-term structural changes commensurate with the repeated activation of limbic and interoceptive cortices. Lazar and colleagues (2005) observed increased grey matter volume in interoceptive and sensory regions such as the insula, somatosensory cortex and parietal regions. Grey matter changes have been observed after as short a period as the 8-week MBSR training intervention, predicting increased hippocampal and posterior attention network volume (Holzel et al, 2011), and decreased amygdala grey matter volume correlated with reduced stress ratings following MBSR (Holzel et al., 2010). These structural change data suggest that mindfulness training may be increasing the habitual capacity for encoding momentary experience while reducing the tendency to orient reflexively to emotionally arousing stimuli.

Interestingly, the connectivity and grey matter plasticity data tend to include more limbic than prefrontal cortical regions, again suggesting that prefrontal regions may not be the critical targets of mindfulness training, but rather the PFC is affected by the redeployment of cognitive resources to less-rehearsed sensory pathways. The lack of grey matter changes in prefrontal regions is consistent with the idea that the locus of present moment, nonjudgmental awareness may lie outside the conventional PFC attention network. The finding of hippocampal and insula grey matter changes with meditation training suggests that this alternate attention network may instead be situated in these paralimbic structures.

Of course, some executive control is required to manipulate the focus of attention in mindful emotion regulation. Yet rather than engaging widespread PFC regions, mindfulness training appears to target areas bridging the prefrontal and limbic regions, such as the anterior cingulate (Lane et al., 1997), subgenual cingulate (Mayberg et al., 1999) and anterior insula (Seeley, 2007). Dysregulation of fronto-limbic control regions such as the anterior cingulate may lead to maladaptive, ruminative, and egocentric attention contributing to depressive affect (Pizzagalli, 2011), as these ‘bridge’ regions between the PFC and limbic system have been argued to play a critical role in switching between evaluative and more task-oriented processes (Sridharan et al., 2008). In keeping with this theory, meditation practice has been associated with increased activity among the limbic system, thalamus, and anterior cingulate cortex, linking sensory information to the cortex (Newberg et al., 2001; Brefczynski-Lewis et al., 2007). The more lateral aspects of the PFC also appear to be important for the direction of mindful attention. Across several studies, participants showed increased lateral PFC activity when prompted to mindfully respond to emotionally provocative stimuli (Davidson et al., 2003; Farb et al., 2007). This lateral PFC activity may be a consequence of
having to inhibit prepotent elaborative responses, as the inferior lateral PFC appears to be critical for inhibitory control (Aron et al., 2004; Chambers et al., 2006).

Mindfulness involves attending to contextual salience without concomitant recruitment of prefrontal evaluative processes, deploying attentional resources to recruit a network that limits habitual elaboration and self-referential narrative. In this fashion, automatic recruitment of temporally-extended, self-referential narrative generation may undergo a form of neural extinction, restoring autonomy to the central executive system and freeing it from its habitual applications; the tension between these two attentional frameworks is illustrated in Figure 1. Of course, as has been articulated by Siegle (2007), mindfulness is more than simply engaging in this present-moment awareness; the rich forms of evaluation for empathetic, moral, and self-referential processing associated with prefrontal default mode activity are valid and important aspects of experience. Rather, by practicing the disengagement of habitual interpretative and evaluative responses during cognition, it may be possible to widen the scope of interpretation to form new meaning previously inhibited by a habitual way of seeing the world.

Clinical Implications
Reducing Automatic Affective Processing

The principle of non-judgment may seem to contradict the preceding principle of present moment attention, in that one could conceive of non-judgment as a distraction or inhibition of critical evaluation of one’s situation and the consequences of one’s actions. However, mindful attention does not inhibit initial evaluations insomuch as it limits the automatic expansion of initial evaluative reactions into activation of a broader set of implications about the self and the world. For example, a mindfulness intervention led to improved quality of life, depression, and fatigue scores in a Multiple Sclerosis population, but did not alter on ratings of physical symptoms such as lower and upper limb mobility (Grossman et al., 2010), suggesting that improvements were limited to subjective assessments of well-being rather than reducing patient awareness of physical symptoms.

While mindfulness training hopes to hone emotion regulation skills, the tendency to respond mindfully to emotional challenges may be detectable in a trait-like fashion between individuals. Way et al. (2010) linked the trait measure of dispositional mindfulness to protective non-reactivity in the amygdala during rest and also in response to sadness challenge, whereas depressive trait measures predicted an opposite, activating response. In a congruent finding, patients with social anxiety disorder demonstrated a reduced amygdala response to a negative emotional challenge following MBSR, and reduced subjective sadness ratings when using the regulatory strategy of attending to their breath (Goldin et al., 2010). Thus one long-term index of mindful emotion regulation is the reduction of salient threat detection in the face of emotional challenge, which may be useful in the assessment of treatment efficacy and patient vulnerability in behaviorally normalized cases.

Key to this employment of equanimity to reduce emotional reactivity is the intentional cultivation of awareness towards emotional information. Awareness for instance has been shown to eliminate subliminal priming effects on preferences (Murphy & Zajonc, 1993), and this effect was elegantly extended in a neuroimaging study of dispositional mindfulness, in which participants were asked to attend or ignore emotional information from face stimuli (Creswell et al., 2007). When emotional information was consciously attended, the emotional faces evoked less of an amygdala response and engaged greater prefrontal cortical resources. Dispositional mindfulness predicted a greater magnitude of this limbic-frontal tradeoff, suggesting that mindful participants were better able to leverage prefrontal attention networks to reduce stimulus-driven emotional reactivity. While such an
investigation does not directly examine the proclivity of mindful individuals to voluntarily regulate emotion in this fashion, the experimental task of consciously bringing attention to the emotional aspects of sensation is highly consistent with the instructions found in a mindfulness intervention, and might again provide a useful clinical index for the internalization of mindful regulatory habits.

**Altered Relationship to Pain**

One of the most direct tests of altered emotion regulation lies in the examination of individuals’ responses to pain. In expert meditators, open monitoring rather than concentrative attention lowered the affective rather than sensory components of pain (Perlman et al., 2010). Two recent studies of meditation’s effects on pain found reduction of cortical midline elaborative processing regions as well as increased activation of primary nociceptive and sensory integration regions such as the insula and anterior cingulate (Zeidan, 2011; Grant, 2011). This finding of increased primary sensation with a decoupling of affective appraisal is a direct analogue to mindful approach for dealing with negative emotions, to engage directly with the sensation rather than allow the habitual interpretation of these sensations to dominate cognition.

**Cultivation of Empathy/Compassion**

An important extension from the research of pain regulation is how these same affective systems can be engaged constructively in the cultivation of empathy and compassion. Non-judgmental attention appears to allow for novel and emergent feelings of self-compassion, which can powerfully attenuate an individual’s negative response to unpleasant events (Leary et al., 2007). In mood disorders, self-compassion is endorsed as a meaningful therapeutic construct by many patients, whose chief difficulty lies in finding a way to realize this compassionate state (Pauley & McPherson, 2010). A recent neuroimaging study linked self criticism to dorsal prefrontal regions such as the dorsolateral PFC and dorsal anterior cingulate, whereas self-reassurance was linked to activity in the ventrolateral PFC, temporal pole and insula (Longe et al., 2010).

In repeated studies, compassion and empathy appear to activate the affective components of pain perception, namely the anterior cingulate and anterior insula (Carr et al., 2003; Singer et al., 2004). More abstract feelings of social compassion appear to activate a similar network, though social compassion is longer lasting and later activating than empathy for physical pain (Immordino-Yang et al., 2009). Meditation experience has been linked to increased ability to recruit the insula and a proximal corticolimbic network during the volitional generation of compassion known as ‘loving-kindness-compassion’ meditation, in which participants focus their attention on generating and experiencing feelings of compassion for themselves and others (Lutz et al. 2008b).

It should be noted that empathic concern is not purely a visceral and perceptual process articulated through limbic and inferior parietal regions respectively; more analytic approaches to taking on another’s perspective appear to also recruit cortical midline regions such as the medial PFC and posterior cingulate (Decety and Jackson, 2004). However, the primary experience of empathic feeling that may give rise to new interpretations about others again seem first to be driven by paralimbic activity in the thalamus and insula, which may then feed into new conceptual interpretations that recruit the cortical midline.

**Current Issues and Future Directions**

While the neuroscience of mindfulness has sprung into existence over the past decade, a great deal of work is still required to fully understand the mechanisms by which it promotes adaptive emotion regulation. Future research must more carefully distinguish between
concentrative and open states of attention, preferably within the same paradigm. It would be of interest to determine whether enhanced attentional maintenance can be cultivated through only the concentrative practices of breath monitoring and body scanning, and, if so, whether such attention is sufficient to enable patients to engage once more in more conventional forms of cognitive reappraisal. Alternatively, it may be the case that the long term practice of equanimity to all experience is required before highly practiced patterns of dysphoric elaboration cease to characterize patients’ obligatory interpretive stances.

Beyond looking at subcomponents of mindfulness interventions, it will also be importantly too explicitly contrast mindful forms of emotion regulation against common clinical approaches such as reappraisal, suppression, and distraction, especially those found in traditional psychotherapies. This will allow us to illustrate the shared attentional processes across diverse regulation strategies that have established clinical efficacy, thereby potentially isolating the most critical components for adaptive emotion regulation.
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Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EEG</td>
<td>Electroencephalogram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBCT</td>
<td>Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBSR</td>
<td>Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC</td>
<td>Prefrontal Cortex</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Highlights

- Mindfulness training first involves practicing focused attention to sensations from the body, developing a prefrontal attention network.
- Mindful emotion regulation increases emotional awareness by reducing midline prefrontal reactivity in favor of sustained limbic network activation.
- Conscious awareness of emotion may disrupt habitual dysphoric reactions and allow for novel appraisals such as self-compassion or acceptance.
## Limitations

- Training-related changes to focal and broad forms of attention have not been investigated together in a single experimental paradigm.
- Neuroscience studies are needed contrasting mindful emotion regulation against traditional psychotherapy techniques such as reappraisal, suppression, and distraction.
Figure 1.
Theoretical schematic of the trade-off between present-moment and temporally extended elaborative attentional focus. Each sphere represents a potential aspect of experience: in the present moment these include physical sensations, emotions, and thoughts; in the past or anticipated future, these spheres are cognitive constructs rather than physical sensations. Typically, a small subset of available present moment experience is linked to a broad set of cognitive representations, providing an interpretive narrative (solid oval). By expanding the breadth of attention to include multiple aspects of present moment sensation such as thoughts, feelings and bodily sensations (dotted oval), attentional capacity for conceptual information such as judgments and personal narratives is reduced.